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Abstract
Computing the leading eigenvector of a symmet-
ric real matrix is a fundamental primitive of nu-
merical linear algebra with numerous applica-
tions. We consider a natural online extension
of the leading eigenvector problem: a sequence
of matrices is presented and the goal is to pre-
dict for each matrix a unit vector, with the over-
all goal of competing with the leading eigenvec-
tor of the cumulative matrix. Existing regret-
minimization algorithms for this problem either
require to compute an eigen decompostion every
iteration, or suffer from a large dependency of the
regret bound on the dimension. In both cases the
algorithms are not practical for large scale appli-
cations.

In this paper we present new algorithms that
avoid both issues. On one hand they do not re-
quire any expensive matrix decompositions and
on the other, they guarantee regret rates with a
mild dependence on the dimension at most. In
contrast to previous algorithms, our algorithms
also admit implementations that enable to lever-
age sparsity in the data to further reduce com-
putation. We extend our results to also handle
non-symmetric matrices.

1. Introduction
Computing the leading eigenvector of a symmetric real ma-
trix is one of the most important problems in numerical lin-
ear algebra and an important primitive in many algorithms.
Perhaps the best known application of this problem is the
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Principal Component Analysis problem, in which, roughly
speaking, given a set of high-dimensional vectors, the prob-
lem is to find a low-dimensional subspace such that the pro-
jection of the vectors onto this low-dimensional subspace is
close on average to the original vectors. It is well known
that the optimal solution to this problem is to project the
high-dimensional vectors over the several leading eigen-
vectors of the covariance matrix of the data. In this pa-
per we consider an online learning problem that is a natu-
ral extension of the leading eigenvector problem. A deci-
sion maker observes a sequence of matrices. Before a new
matrix is revealed, the decision maker must commit to a
unit vector. Once the matrix is revealed the decision maker
gains the quadratic product of the selected unit vector with
the revealed matrix, and his overall goal is to maximize the
total reward. As standard in such settings, the performance
of the decision maker is measured via the regret which is
given by the difference between the total reward of the best
fixed unit vector in hindsight and the total reward of the de-
cision maker. Indeed the best fixed unit vector in hindsight
is simply given by the leading eigenvector of the sum of
revealed matrices and the associated total reward is the cor-
responding leading eigenvalue. This problem captures as a
special case the problem known as Online Principal Com-
ponent Analysis that was studied in (Warmuth & Kuzmin,
2006a), (Warmuth & Kuzmin, 2006b), (Nie et al., 2013), in
case of a single principal component.

From an optimization theory point of view, the offline lead-
ing eigenvector problem is a non-convex quadratic opti-
mization problem, since w.l.o.g. it requires to maximize a
convex function over a non convex set, i.e. the unit sphere.
However, it could be solved to high precision via eigende-
composition which takes O(n3) time where n is the size of
the matrix, or via iterative approximation algorithms such
as the Power or Lanczos algorithms whose running time for
well-conditioned matrices is roughlyO(nnz) where nnz de-
notes the number of non-zeros entries in the input matrix.
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When considering the online problem, three different ap-
proaches come to mind which we now detail.

The Convexification Approach The first approach is
to convexify the problem by lifiting the decision variable
from a unit vector to a matrix, more specifically a pos-
itive semidefinite matrix with unit trace. This approach
corresponds to the problem of Online Linear Optimization
over the Spectrahedron 1. This is also the approach taken
in previous works on Online PCA (Warmuth & Kuzmin,
2006a), (Warmuth & Kuzmin, 2006b), (Nie et al., 2013).
While this approach leads to theoretically efficient algo-
rithms with nearly optimal regret bounds, such as the Ma-
trix Multiplicative Weights algorithm (Tsuda et al., 2005;
Arora & Kale, 2007), their major drawback is that they re-
quire super-linear computation per iteration, i.e. they re-
quire to compute a full eigendcomposition which amounts
to O(n3) arithmetic operations per iteration . The latter
is true even if the support of the sequence of matrices is
sparse.

The Oracle-based Approach A natural approach is to
try to reduce the online problem to the offline one. That
is, assume that we are given an oracle for the offline prob-
lem that given a query matrix returns its leading eigenvec-
tor, and derive an online algorithm that is based on making
queries to the oracle. Such a reduction is possible either
via the Follow the Perturbed Leader meta-algorithm (FPL)
(Kalai & Vempala, 2005) or by the recent Online Frank-
Wolfe algorithm presented in (Hazan & Kale, 2012). Both
of these algorithms require on each iteration of the online
problem to make a single query to the eigenvector oracle
which could be implemented using the Power or Lancsoz
algorithms mentioned above with complexity of roughly
O(nnz) arithmetic operations. While the per-iteration com-
plexity of these methods is potentially much more favor-
able than the convexification approach and despite the fact
that the regret bound guaranteed by FPL is optimal in terms
of the length of the sequence, it comes with the price of a
large dependence on the dimension. Indeed when design-
ing online learning algorithms, usually the primary goal is
optimal dependence on the sequence length, however fa-
vorable dependence on the dimension is crucial in order
for the proposed method to be of any practical significance.

The Iterative Approach A third approach is to design
online algorithms that directly tackle the non-convex opti-
mization problem, i.e. online analogues of iterative algo-
rithms for the offline problem such as the Power Method
with an update step that roughly amounts to computing a
single matrix-vector product, which is much more efficient
than both previous approaches. Such an approach is remi-

1formally defined as {X ∈ Rn×n |X � 0, Tr(X) = 1}.

niscent of the Online Gradient Decent method presented in
(Zinkevich, 2003) which is an online analogue of the gradi-
ent descent method for offline convex optimization. For the
specific problem of Stochastic Principal Component Anal-
ysis, such algorithms with provable guarantees exist (Bal-
subramani et al., 2013), (Shamir, 2014), however we are
not aware of any such method for the online setting consid-
ered here.

Our interest in this work is to study algorithms for the on-
line eigenvector problem that may be of use for large scale
instances. Towards this end we part from the convexi-
fication approach that was the main approach studied in
previous related problems and requires super-linear com-
putations, and focus on the oracle-based and iterative ap-
proaches which allow for more efficient implementations
and may leverage sparsity in the data.

1.1. Our Results

Our main result is an online algorithm that takes the so
called oracle approach and is based on the Follow the Per-
turbed Leader meta-algorithm. The algorithm requires on
each iteration to perform only a single call to an offline
eigenvector oracle and attains near-optimal regret in terms
of the sequence length. In contrast to previous such algo-
rithms, the dependence of the obtained regret bound on the
dimension is much more favorable. Moreover, as opposed
to previous oracle-based approaches, our algorithm admits
an implementation that may leverage sparsity in the data
to further reduce computation. On the technical side, our
algorithm is based on a novel analysis of FPL. While pre-
vious approaches to analyzing the FPL algorithm are ge-
ometric in nature, which seems to inevitably introduce a
large dependence on the dimension, our approach exploits
the specific structure of the problem at hand and is alge-
braic in nature. More precisely, we study the spectrum of
symmetric real matrices under Gaussian perturbations and
apply tools from matrix perturbation theory to derive the
regret bound.

We also consider a somewhat easier stochastic setting, in
which we assume that the sequence of matrices is sampled
from a fixed and unknown distribution. We present an al-
gorithm that takes the so called iterative approach and is
analogues to the Power algorithm for the offline setting,
i.e. it computes a single matrix-vector product on each iter-
ation. The regret of the algorithm is nearly optimal in terms
of the sequence length and depends on the dimension only
through a logarithmic factor. The analysis of the algorithm
is especially accessible and requires only a black-box appli-
cation of the offline Power method and a, by now standard,
matrix concentration inequality.

A comparison of our results to previous related work is de-
tailed in Table 1.
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Method Regret bound Iteration complexity
Matrix Mul. Weights (Tsuda et al., 2005; Arora & Kale, 2007)

√
T n3 (SVD)

Follow the Perturbed Leader (Kalai & Vempala, 2005) (see Subsection 4.1) n5/4
√
T EV

Online Frank-Wolfe (Hazan & Kale, 2012) n1/2T 3/4 EV
This paper, online setting (see Section 5)

√
nT EV

This paper, stochastic setting (see Section 3)
√
T nnz

Table 1. Comparison between different algorithms for the online eigenvector problem. We denote by EV the computation of the leading
eigenvector of a given matrix. We omit the dependence on constants and logarithmic factors in n, T .

A performance measure that seems natural for comparing
between online algorithms with different regret bounds and
iteration complexity is the worst case overall time complex-
ity to achieve ε average (expected) regret. This measure
is important for instance when considering the application
of online learning algorithms to saddle-point optimization
problems (Grigoriadis & Khachiyan, 1995; Clarkson et al.,
2012; Garber & Hazan, 2011). The overall complexity re-
quired for the Matrix Mul. Weights method to achieve
ε average regret is Õ(n3ε−2). Our online algorithm on
the other hand admits an implementation with overall run-
ning time Õ(n3/2ε−7/2nnz), where nnz denotes the joint-
sparsity of observed matrices (see subsection 5.1 for de-
tails). Hence in case ε−3/2nnz = Õ(n3/2), it is overall
faster.

Finally, we extend our results to handle non-symmetric ma-
trices as well.

2. Notation and Problem Setting
We denote by Sn the linear space of all n × n real sym-
metric matrices. We denote by S the Euclidean sphere
in Rn, that is S = {x ∈ Rn | ‖x‖2 = 1}. Given a matrix
A ∈ Sn we denote its eigenvalues by λ1(A) ≥ λ2(A) ≥
...λn(A). We also refer to λ1(A) as λmax which is given by
λmax = maxx∈S x

>Ax. We denote by δ(A) the eigengap
of the matrix A which is given by δ(A) = λ1(A)− λ2(A).
Unless specified else, given a vector x ∈ Rn we denote
by ‖x‖ its standard Euclidean norm and given a matrix
A ∈ Sn we denote by ‖A‖ its spectral norm. We also de-
note by ‖A‖F and ‖A‖∗ the Frobenius and nuclear norms
of A respectively. Recall that ‖A‖, ‖A‖∗ are dual norms
and thus according to Holder’s inequality, it holds for any
two matrices A,B ∈ Sn that A • B ≤ ‖A‖ · ‖B‖∗ where
• denotes the standard inner product for matrices, that is
A •B =

∑
i,j Ai,j ·Bi,j .

In this work we consider the following repeated game: an
adversary chooses a sequence of matricesA1, A2, ..., AT ∈
Sn. Then, for T rounds, the player is required on each
round t ∈ [T ] to choose a vector xt ∈ S . After making his
choice, the matrix At is revealed and the player gains the
profit x>t Atxt. Such an adversary is referred to in the liter-

ature as oblivious since he chooses the sequence of matrices
without any knowledge of the actual actions of the player.
A stronger type of adversary, known as adaptive adversary,
need not commit in advance to the entire sequence of ma-
trices, but may choose on time t the matrix At to depend
on the entire history of the game, that is on A1, ..., At−1
and x1, ..., xt−1. Throughout the paper (especially in Sec-
tions 4, 5) we consider only an oblivious adversary. In the
full version of the paper we detail how our results could be
easily extended to also handle an adaptive adversary.

We measure the overall performance of the player accord-
ing to the regret which is given by.

regretT = max
x∈S

T∑
t=1

x>Atx−
T∑
t=1

x>t Atxt

= λmax

(
T∑
t=1

At

)
−

T∑
t=1

x>t Atxt.

In case the decision maker uses randomization to choose is
actions it also makes sense to consider the expected regret
which is given by

E[regretT ] = max
x∈S

T∑
t=1

x>Atx− E[

T∑
t=1

x>t Atxt],

where the expectation is taken over the randomness intro-
duced by the decision maker.

We assume without losing generality that ‖At‖ ≤ 1 and
that At is positive definite (note that adding a multiplicity
of the identity matrix to At does not change the regret).

2.1. The Asymmetric Case

It makes sense to also consider the asymmetric case in
which the input matrices A1, ..., AT are not necessarily
symmetric but are m × n real matrices for fixed m,n.
In this case a prediction is a rank-one matrix uv> where
u ∈ Rm, v ∈ Rn and both are unit vectors. In this case the
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regret is given by

regretT = max
u ∈ Rm, ‖u‖ = 1
v ∈ Rn, ‖v‖ = 1

T∑
t=1

u>Atv −
T∑
t=1

u>t Atvt

= σmax

(
T∑
t=1

At

)
−

T∑
t=1

u>t Atvt,

where σmax(·) denotes the largest singular value.

We now show how given a low-regret algorithm for the
symmetric problem we can use it to achieve low-regret on
the asymmetric problem via a randomized conversion. The
algorithm is given below. The following lemma bounds the

Algorithm 1 Asymmetric to Symmetric Conversion Algo-
rithm

1: Input: AlgorithmA for the online eigenvector problem
in dimension m× n.

2: for t = 1, ..., T do
3: Receive prediction xt ∈ Rm+n from A.
4: Decompose xt into xt = (ũt, ṽt) for ũt ∈ Rm, ṽt ∈

Rn.
5: With probability 2‖ũt‖‖ṽt‖ set (ut, vt) =(

ũt
‖ũt‖ ,

ṽt
‖ṽt‖

)
. and with remaining probability

set (ut, vt) = (u, v), for uniformly chosen unit
vectors u ∈ Rm, v ∈ Rn.

6: Observe At.

7: Feed the matrix Ãt =

(
0m×m At
A>t 0n×n

)
to A.

8: end for

regret of Algorithm 1 in terms of the regret of an algorithm
for the symmetric problem 2. The proof is given in the ap-
pendix.

Lemma 1. Assume that for all t ∈ [T ] it holds that
‖At‖ ≤ 1. Then it holds for all t ∈ [T ] that Ãt is sym-
metric, ‖Ãt‖ ≤ 1 and

E[σmax

(
T∑
t=1

At

)
−

T∑
t=1

u>t Atvt] =

λmax

(
T∑
t=1

Ãt

)
−

T∑
t=1

x>t Ãtxt,

where the expectation is taken over the randomness in
choosing ut, vt.

2Note that the matrix Ãt defined in the algorithm is not posi-
tive definite as we assumed in the eigenvector problem, however
this could be easily fixed by adding a multiplicity of the identity
matrix and scaling accordingly to keep the unit upper bound on
the spectral norm.

3. The Stochastic Setting
In this section we consider a stochastic setting which
is somewhat easier than the online adversarial setting.
In the stochastic setting we assume that all matrices
A1, A2, ..., AT are sampled i.i.d. from a fixed but un-
known distribution D over matrices in Sn with spectral
norm bounded by one and w.l.o.g. we assume that these
matrices are positive definite . We denote the distribution
mean by A = EM∼D[M ].

Our algorithm titled Epoch Power Method for the stochas-
tic setting is given below. It works by dividing the sequence
into disjoint epochs, each of length ` which is a parame-
ter that will be determined in the analysis. The algorithm
predicts using a single unit vector throughout each epoch,
while applying Power method update steps in order to com-
pute the prediction for the following epoch.

We refer to an epoch by τ and denote by x(τ) the point
played throughout epoch τ . We also denote Ā→(τ) =
1
τ`

∑τ`
t=1At, that is the empirical mean of all matrices ob-

served until the end of epoch τ .

In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let x1, x2, ..., xT denote the unit vectors
played by Algorithm 2 throughout rounds 1, 2, ..., T . The
following guarantees hold.

1. Given δ > 0, choosing block length ` =

d 14
√
T log 2nT

δ e guarantees that with probability at
least 1− δ

T∑
t=1

(
λmax(A)− x>t Axt

)
= O

(√
T log

nT

δ

)
.

2. Choosing block length ` = d 14
√

2T log 2nT e guaran-
tees that

E[λmax

(
T∑
t=1

At

)
−

T∑
t=1

x>t Atxt] = O
(√

T log nT
)
.

We note that both results in the theorem are optimal up to
log factors.

In what follows we always refer to x(τ) as the final value
of this vector, that is, its value at the end of epoch τ − 1.

In order to prove Theorem 1 we need the following two
lemmas.

The following lemma is a straightforward application of a
Bernstein concentration inequality for symmetric matrices
(see (Tropp, 2012), theorem 1.4).
Lemma 2. For any block τ and ε > 0 it holds that

Pr
(
‖A− Ā→(τ)‖ ≥ ε

)
≤ n exp

(
−ε2 min{τ`, T}

16

)
.
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Algorithm 2 Epoch Power Method
1: Input: block length parameter `.
2: Let v be a unit vector chosen uniformly at random from

the sphere.
3: for t = 1, ..., ` do
4: Play arbitrarily & observe At.
5: end for
6: x(2) ← v.
7: for τ = 2...dT/`e do
8: x(τ+1) ← v.
9: Let Ā→(τ−1) = 1

(τ−1)`
∑(τ−1)`
t=1 At.

10: for t = (τ − 1)`+ 1...min{τ`, T} do
11: Play x(τ) & observe At.
12: x(τ+1) ← Ā→(τ−1)x(τ+1)/‖Ā→(τ−1)x(τ+1)‖.
13: end for
14: end for

The following lemma is based on an analysis of the Power
Method for computing the leading eigenvector of a positive
definite matrix and gives a guarantee on the quality of the
vectors x(τ). For details see Theorem 4.1 in (Kuczyński &
Woźniakowski, 1992).

Lemma 3. For any bT` c ≥ τ ≥ 2 and ε > 0, it holds with
probability at least 1− n exp(−`ε) that

x>(τ+1)Ā→(τ−1)x(τ+1) ≥ (1− ε)λmax(Ā→(τ−1)).

We can now prove Theorem 1.

Proof. We first prove part 1 of the theorem, part 2 follows
as a corollary.

Fix a block number τ ≥ 3 and an error tolerance ετ . Using
Lemmas 2, 3 we have that with probability at least 1 −
n exp(−`ετ )− n exp

(
ε2τ (τ−2)`

16

)
that

x(τ)Ax(τ) ≥ x(τ)Ā→(τ−2)x(τ) − ετ
≥ λmax(Ā→(τ−2))− 2ετ ≥ λmax(A)− 3ετ ,

where the first and last inequalities follow from Lemma 2
and the second inequity follows from Lemma 3 and the ob-
servation that λmax(Ā→(τ−2)) ≤ 1.

Setting ετ = 4
√

log 2nT
δ

(τ−2)` we have that with probability at
least

1− n exp

−4

√
` log 2nT

δ

(τ − 2)

− δ

2T

> 1− n exp

−4

√
`2 log 2nT

δ

T

− δ

2T

it holds that

x(τ)Ax(τ) ≥ λmax(A)− 12

√
log 2nT

δ

(τ − 2)`
.

Thus setting the block length to ` = d 14
√
T log 2nT

δ e we

have that with probability at least 1− δ
T it holds that

x(τ)Ax(τ) ≥ λmax(A)− 24

√√√√ √
log 2nT

δ

(τ − 2)
√
T
.

Summing over τ ≥ 3 we have that with probability at least
1− δ,
dT/`e∑
τ=3

(
x>(τ)Ax(τ) − λmax(A)

)
≤

24

(
log 2nT

δ

T

)1/4 dT/`e∑
τ=3

1√
τ − 2

<

24

(
log 2nT

δ

T

)1/4 ∫ T/`

1

1√
τ − 1

dτ <

48

(
log 2nT

δ

T

)1/4√
T

`
= 48

(
T log 2nT

δ

`2

)1/4

= 24.

Since each block accounts for ` iterations and in worst case
the algorithm suffers loss of 1 on all first 2` iterations we
have that with probability at least 1− δ
T∑
t=1

(
λmax(A)− x>t Axt

)
≤ 26` = O

(√
T log

2nT

δ

)
.

(1)

We now prove part 2 of the theorem.

Since on any time t, xt is independent of At we have that

E[max
x∈S

T∑
t=1

x>Atx−
T∑
t=1

x>t Atxt] ≤

E[max
x∈S

x>(T ·A)x+ ‖
T∑
t=1

(At −A)‖ −
T∑
t=1

x>t Axt] =

E[T · λmax(A)−
T∑
t=1

x>t Axt + ‖
T∑
t=1

(At −A)‖]. (2)

Let us denote by τend the index of the last block. Note
that ‖

∑T
t=1At −A‖ = T · ‖Ā→(τend) −A‖. By applying

Lemma 2 we have that with probability at least 1 − δ it
holds that

1

T
‖
T∑
t=1

At −A‖ = ‖Ā→(τend) −A‖ ≤ 4

√
ln n

δ

T
. (3)
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Plugging Eq. (1) and Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) we have that

E[max
x∈S

T∑
t=1

x>Atx−
T∑
t=1

x>t Atxt] ≤

(1− 2δ) · (4 + 13/2)

√
T log

2nT

δ
+ 2δ · 2T.

Thus setting δ = T−1, which corresponds to setting the
block length to ` = d 14

√
2T log 2nT e, gives the second

part of the theorem.

4. The FPL Meta-Algorithm for the Online
Setting

In this section we overview the Follow the Perturbed
Leader meta-algorithm for online learning and its appli-
cation to the problem of online learning of eigenvectors.
The meta-algorithm is given below. The algorithm relies
on the availability of an oracle for the offline eigenvector
problem, that is an oracle that given a matrix A, returns a
leading eigenvector of A. We denote a call to this oracle
by EV(A). Additionally, the algorithm relies on the avail-
ability of a distributionD over Sn from which it is possible
to sample a perturbation matrix (efficiently). Different such
distributions give rise to different instances of the algorithm
with different regret guarantees.

Algorithm 3 Follow the Perturbed Leader
1: Input: distribution D over Sn.
2: Sample a matrix N ∼ D.
3: x1 ← EV(N).
4: for t = 1, 2, ... do
5: Play xt & observe At.
6: xt+1 ← EV

(∑t
τ=1Aτ +N

)
.

7: end for

Theorem 2. The expected regret of algorithm 3 is upper
bounded as follows.

E[regretT (FPL(D))] ≤
T∑
t=1

EN∼D[x>t+1Atxt+1 − x>t Atxt]

+ EN∼D[x>1 Nx1 − x∗>Nx∗]

where x∗ = arg maxx∈S x
>
(∑T

t=1At

)
x.

The proof is given in the appendix.

We now turn to survey two choices for the perturbation-
generating distribution D and their corresponding regret
bounds. We show that even though these distributions give
rise to optimal algorithms in terms of the sequence length
T , they suffer from a large dependence on the problem’s
dimension n.

4.1. Entry-wise Uniform Perturbation

Following (Kalai & Vempala, 2005) we consider the fol-
lowing entry-wise uniform distribution Duni. Each co-
ordinate i ≥ j in the perturbation matrix N is sampled
U[0, 1/ε] and for each coordinate i < j we setNi,j ← Nj,i
(in order for the resulting perturbation to be symmetric).

In (Kalai & Vempala, 2005) it was shown that with such
noise distribution, one can bound the expected regret of a
single round t as follows (see proof of Theorem 1.1. in
(Kalai & Vempala, 2005)).

EN∼Duni [x>t+1Atxt+1 − x>t Atxt] ≤ ε‖At‖1,

where ‖A‖1 =
∑
i,j |Ai,j |.

Furthermore, since the sampled perturbation is bounded in
`∞, using Holder’s inequality we have that

EN∼Duni [x>1 Nx1 − x∗>Nx∗]

≤ EN∼Duni [‖x1x>1 − x∗x∗>‖1 · ‖N‖∞] ≤ D1

ε
,

whereD1 denotes the `1 diameter of the set {xx> |x ∈ S}.

In order to derive the precise regret bound we need to bound
both quantities ‖At‖1, D1. The proof of the following
lemma is given in the appendix.

Lemma 4. It holds that D1 = O(n) and for all t it holds
that ‖At‖1 = O(n3/2). These bounds are also tight.

Plugging the result of the lemma into Theorem 2 and opti-
mizing over ε we have that

E[regretT (FPL(Duni))] = O
(
n5/4
√
T
)
. (4)

4.2. Exponentially-distributed Perturbation

A second distribution that we consider,Dexp, samples from
Sn according to the following density.

dµ(N) ∝ exp(−ε‖N‖), (5)

for appropriately chosen parameter ε.

A similar distribution was used for the problem of learning
rotations (Hazan et al., 2010a) (altough in (Hazan et al.,
2010a) the density was proportional to the nuclear norm
and not the spectral as in Eq. (5)). For more details on how
to sample from the distribution specified by Eq. (5) as well
as a proof of the following lemma, the reader is referred to
(Hazan et al., 2010b).

Lemma 5. It holds that ‖N‖ ∼ Gamma(n2, 1/ε) and in
particular E[‖N‖] = n2

ε .

The following lemma upper bounds the expected regret on
a single round t.
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Lemma 6. On any time t ∈ [T ] it holds that

EN∼Dexp [(x>t+1Atxt+1 − x>t Atx>t ] ≤ eε.

The proof is given in the appendix.

Plugging Lemmas 5, 6 into Theorem 2 and optimizing over
ε we have that

E[regretT (FPL(Dexp))] = O
(
n
√
T
)
. (6)

5. New Perturbation and Analysis for FPL via
Matrix Perturbation Theory

In this section we present our main result - a new noise dis-
tribution for the FPL algorithm and a corresponding anal-
ysis. In contrast to the analysis used in order to derive the
regret bounds in Subsections 4.1, 4.2, which relies on geo-
metric considerations and for which a large dependence of
the regret bound on the problem’s dimension n seems un-
avoidable, here we use a new analysis idea that is algebraic
in nature and relies on tools from matrix perturbation the-
ory which results in a much more moderate dependence on
the dimension.

The new distribution, denoted Dnew, is based on a single
parameter c and sampling from it is done as follows. We
draw a vector v ∈ Rn whose entries are i.i.d. N (0, 1)
random variables and set the perturbation matrix to N =
c · vv>.

We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let c =
√

T
n max{1, ln(T/n)}. Then

E[regretT (FPL(Dnew))] = O(
√
nT max{1, ln (T/n)}).

Aside from the important improvement in the dependence
on the dimension (

√
n in Theorem 3 vs. at least n in Sec-

tion 4), a key difference between the perturbations is in the
efficiency of the resulting implementations. The key fea-
ture of the FPL algorithm for the online eigenvector prob-
lem is that the EV(·) oracle could be implemented using
iterative methods such as the Power or Lanczos methods,
that only require to compute matrix-vector products, to run
in time that is typicallyO(nnz) where nnz denotes the spar-
sity of the input matrix. However, since the perturbations
considered in Subsections 4.1. 4.2 are dense with high
probability, even in case the support of all matrices At is
sparse, the call to the oracle EV in Algorithm 3 will be
with a dense matrix In contrast, the perturbation considered
in this section is rank-one. Hence, while the perturbation
matrix N = cvv> is still dense with high probability, com-
puting the product of N with a vector requires only O(n)
time which allows for an oracle implementation that could
still benefit computationally from sparsity in the data.

We now turn to prove Theorem 3.

The following classic result in matrix perturbation theory
is known as the Davis-Kahan Sine Theroem, see (Davis &
Kahan, 1970). For ease of presentation, we restate the the-
orem and give a self-contained proof in the appendix.

Theorem 4 (Davis Kahan sine theorem). LetA,B,E ∈ Sn
such thatB = A+E and assume that δ(A) > 0. Denote by
uA the top eigenvector of A and by uB the top eigenvector
of B. It holds that

‖uAu>A − uBu>B‖F ≤ 2
√

2
‖E‖
δ(A)

.

The following theorem constitutes the key technical ingre-
dient in the proof of Theorem 3. It upper bounds the cumu-
lative distribution function of the eigengap of the perturbed
matrix A+ cvv> for a given matrix A.

Theorem 5. Let A ∈ Sn and let v be a vector of inde-
pendent N (0, 1) random variables and let c be a positive
scalar. Denote B = A+ cvv>. Then for any ε > 0

Pr(δ(B) ≤ ε) ≤ min{2
√

2ε

πc
, 1}.

The proof is based on anti-concentration results for the
leading eigenvalue of the perturbed matrix. Due to its
length and technical detail it is deferred to Appendix C.3.
Here for some intuition, we prove a weaker version of The-
orem 5, which captures some of the key ideas.

Lemma 7. [Weaker version of Theorem 5] LetA ∈ Sn and
let v be a vector of independent N (0, 1) random variables
and let c be a positive scalar. DenoteB = A+cvv>. Then
for any ε > 0

Pr(δ(B) ≤ ε) ≤
√

2ε

πc
.

Proof. Weyl’s eigenvalues inequality states that for any
two matrices X,Y ∈ Sn with eigenvalues λ1(X) ≥
λ2(X) ≥ ... ≥ λn(X) and λ1(Y ) ≥ λ2(Y ) ≥ ... ≥
λn(Y ) it holds for any i ∈ [n] that

λi(X) + λn(Y ) ≤ λi(X + Y ) ≤ λi(X) + λ1(Y ). (7)

Applying Eq. (7) with X = cvv>, Y = A and i = 2 gives
us that

λ2(B) ≤ λ2(cvv>) + λ1(A) = λ1(A),

where the equality follows since vv> is rank-one.

Thus we have that

δ(B) = λ1(B)− λ2(B) ≥ λ1(A+ cvv>)− λ1(A).
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Let us denote by u1 the eigenvector of A that corresponds
to eigenvalue λ1(A). We continue to lower bound δ(B) as
follows.

δ(B) ≥ u>1
(
A+ cvv>

)
u1 − λ1(A) = c(u>1 v)2.

Since v is a vector of independent N (0, 1) random vari-
ables we have that (u>1 v) is also distributed as a N (0, 1)
random variable. Thus (u>1 v)2 is a Chi-squared random
variable with a single degree of freedom, also denoted as
χ2
1. If R is a χ2

1 random variable then it holds that for any
ε > 0

Pr(R ≤ ε) =

∫ ε

0

e−t/2√
2πt

dt ≤ 1√
2π

∫ ε

0

1√
t
dt =

√
2

π
ε.

Thus we have that for any ε > 0 it holds that

Pr(δ(B) ≤ ε) ≤ Pr
(

(u>1 v)2 ≤ ε

c

)
≤
√

2ε

πc
.

The following lemma is a consequence of Theorem 5. The
proof is given in the appendix.

Lemma 8. Given A ∈ Sn let v be a random vector
whose entries are independent N (0, 1) random variables
and let c be a positive scalar. Denote δ = δ(A + cvv>).
Define the random variable X = min(a, δ−1) where a
is a given positive constant. Then we have E[X] ≤
2
√
2

πc max{ln(πeac
2
√
2

), 1}.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.

Proof. Starting from Theorem 2 we have that

E[regretT (FPL(Dnew))] ≤
T∑
t=1

EN∼D3 [x>t+1Atxt+1

−x>t Atxt] + E[x>1 Nx1 − x∗>Nx∗] ≤
T∑
t=1

E[‖xt+1x
>
t+1 − xtx>t ‖∗‖At‖] + E[‖N‖] ≤

√
2

T∑
t=1

E[‖xt+1x
>
t+1 − xtx>t ‖F ] + cE[‖v‖2],

where the second inequality follows from Holder’s inequal-
ity and the third follows from the fact that for any matrix in
Sn with k non-zero eigenvalues λ1, λ2, ..., λk it holds that

‖A‖2F =
∑k
i=1 λ

2
i ≥ 1

k

(∑k
i=1 |λi|

)2
= 1

k‖A‖
2
∗, and from

our choice of the noise matrix N .

Denote St =
∑t−1
τ=1Aτ . Since for any t, xt is the leading

eigenvector of the matrix (St +N) and xt+1 is the leading

eigenvector of the matrix (St+1 + N) = (St + N) + At,
we have by applying Theorem 4 that

E[‖xt+1x
>
t+1 − xtx>t ‖F ] ≤ E[min{

√
2, 2
√

2
‖At‖

δ(St +N)
}]

≤ 2
√

2E[min{1

2
,

1

δ(St +N)
}],

where the min term is used since obviously
‖xtx>t − xt+1x

>
t+1‖ is upper bounded by

√
2. The

second inequality follows since ‖At‖ ≤ 1.

Since all entries of v are N (0, 1) random variables it holds
that E[‖v‖2] = n and thus

E[regretT (FPL(Dnew))] ≤

2
√

2

T∑
t=1

E[min{1

2
,

1

δ(St + cvv>)
}] + cn.

Applying the result of Lemma 8 with a = 1
2 for every t

gives

E[regretT (FPL(Dnew))] ≤

2
√

2T · 2
√

2

πc
max{ln(

πec

4
√

2
), 1}+ cn.

Thus setting c =
√

T
n max{ln(T/n), 1} yields the theo-

rem.

5.1. Using Approximate Eigenvector Computations

So far we have assumed that the eigenvector oracle used in
Algorithm 3 finds an exact leading eigenvector. In practice,
it is much more efficient to use iterative methods such as
the Power and Lanczos algorithms to find an approximate
eigenvector. The following theorem states that indeed Al-
gorithm 3 admits such an efficient implementation, without
sacrificing the regret guarantee given in Theorem 3. The
proof is given in the appendix.

Theorem 6. Algorithm 3, instantiated with noise distribu-
tion Dnew, admits an implementation such that the state-
ment of Theorem 3 holds, and the worst-case time complex-
ity of each iteration is Õ(n−1/4T 3/4nnz), where nnz de-
notes the joint-sparsity of all observed matricesA1, ..., AT .
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A. Proofs of Lemmas from section 2
A.1. Proof of lemma 1

Proof. Fix a time t ∈ [T ]. Clearly the matrix Ãt is sym-
metric. Moreover, given a unit vector x ∈ Rm×n write x
as x = (u, v) where u ∈ Rm and v ∈ Rn. It holds that

‖Ãtx‖2 = ‖(Atv,A>t u)‖2 = ‖Atv‖2 + ‖A>t u‖2

= ‖v‖2 · ‖At
v

‖v‖
‖2 + ‖u‖2 · ‖A>t

u

‖u‖
‖2

≤ ‖v‖2 + ‖u‖2 = 1,

where the last inequality follows since ‖At‖ ≤ 1. Hence
‖Ãt‖ ≤ 1. We now turn to bound the regret. It holds

that
∑T
t=1 Ãt =

(
0m×m

∑T
t=1At∑T

t=1A
>
t 0n×n

)
. Given a unit

vector x ∈ Rm+n, let us write it as before as x = (u, v)
where u ∈ Rm and v ∈ Rn. It holds that

x>

(
T∑
t=1

Ãt

)
x =

u>

(
T∑
t=1

At

)
v + v>

(
T∑
t=1

A>t

)
u =

2u>

(
T∑
t=1

At

)
v = 2‖u‖‖v‖ u

>

‖u‖

(
T∑
t=1

At

)
v

‖v‖
.

Clearly the rhs is maximized when u, v are in the direc-
tion of the top left and right singular vectors of

∑T
t=1At

respectively. Moreover, under the constraint that ‖x‖ = 1,
the rhs is further maximized when ‖u‖ = ‖v‖ = 1√

2
, in

which case it equals exactly σmax

(∑T
t=1At

)
. The max-

imum of the lhs with respect to x ∈ S is by definition
λmax

(∑T
t=1 Ãt

)
. Thus we have that

λmax

(
T∑
t=1

Ãt

)
= σmax

(
T∑
t=1

At

)
. (8)

Note that for every matrix A ∈ Rm×n, given two unit
vectors u ∈ Rm, v ∈ Rn chosen uniformly from the
unit spheres in Rm and Rn respectively, it holds that
Eu,v[u>Av] = 0. Thus on any time t it holds that

Eut,vt [u>t Atvt] = 2‖ũt‖‖ṽt‖
ũ>t
‖ũt‖

At
ṽt
‖ṽt‖

+ (1− 2‖ũt‖‖ṽt‖)Eu,v[u>Atv]

= 2ũ>t Atṽt + (1− 2‖ũt‖‖ṽt‖) · 0

= 2 · 1

2
(ũ>t Atṽt + ṽ>t A

>
t ũt) = x>t Ãtxt.

(9)

Combining Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) we have that

E

[
σmax

(
T∑
t=1

At

)
−

T∑
t=1

u>t Atvt

]
=

λmax

(
T∑
t=1

Ãt

)
−

T∑
t=1

x>t Ãtxt.

B. Proofs of Theorems and Lemmas from
Section 4

B.1. Proof of theorem 2

Proof. Let us consider the noise matrix N as an additional
round of the game, that is assume that A0 = N . In this
case, it is clear that playing the point xt+1 on time t is
equivalent to playing the optimal choice with respect to the
cumulative matrix

∑t
τ=0Aτ . In (Kalai & Vempala, 2005)

it was shown that this policy, of playing on each time t the
optimal choice with respect to sum of rewards up to time t
(included) achieves over all zero regret. Thus we have that

x>1 Nx1 +

T∑
t=1

xt+1Atxt+1 ≥ max
x∈S

x>Nx+

T∑
t=1

x>Atx

≥ x∗>Nx∗ +

T∑
t=1

x∗>Atx
∗.

Subtracting the player’s gain from both sides and rearrang-
ing leads to

T∑
t=1

x∗>Atx
∗ −

T∑
t=1

x>t Atxt ≤

T∑
t=1

(
x>t+1Atxt+1 − x>t Atxt

)
+ x>1 Nx1 − x∗Nx∗.

The result follows from taking expectation on both sides.

B.2. Proof of lemma 4

Proof. In order to upper bound D1 we observe that for any
two unit vectors x, y it holds that

‖xx> − yy>‖1 ≤
√
n2‖xx> − yy>‖F = O(n).

This upper bound on D1 is also tight. To see this, take
the vectors x = e1 (the first n-dimensional standard basis
vector) and y = 1√

n
1 (the uniform unit vector). It holds

that ‖xx> − yy>‖1 = Ω(n).

To upper bound ‖At‖1 and recalling that ‖At‖ ≤ 1 we do
the following.

‖At‖1 ≤
√
n2‖At‖F ≤

√
n2
√
n‖At‖2 ≤ n3/2,
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where the second inequality follows since for any symmet-
ric matrix A, ‖A‖2F =

∑n
i=1 λ

2
i (A) ≤ n‖A‖2. We now

show that the upper-bound on ‖At‖1 is also tight. To see
this, assume with out loss of generality that n is a power of
2 and consider the famous deterministic construction of an
Hadamard matrix H due to Sylvester. H has the following
two properties: 1) ∀i, j : |Hi,j | = 1 and 2) ‖H‖ ≤

√
n.

Thus by considering the matrix At = 1√
n
H we have that

‖At‖1 = 1√
n
n2 = n3/2. There is a slight technical issue

that by defining At this way it is not positive semidefinite.
However this could be easily remedied by adding to it the
identity matrix and multiplying the result by a factor of 1/2
to keep the upper bound on the spectral norm. This changes
still ensure that the `1 norm of the matrix is Θ(n3/2).

B.3. Proof of lemma 6

Proof. Let us denote by F (t,M) the function

F (t,M) = [EV(M)]>At[EV(M)].

Using the above notation and denoting St =
∑t−1
τ=1Aτ , we

have that

EN∼Dexp [(x>t+1Atxt+1 − x>t Atx>t ] =∫
Sn
F (t, St+1 +N ′)dµ(N ′)−

∫
Sn
F (t, St +N)dµ(N) =∫

Sn
F (t, St +N)dµ(N −At)−

∫
Sn
F (t, St +N)dµ(N).

(10)

It holds that

dµ(N −At)
dµ(N)

=
exp(−ε‖N −At‖)

exp(−ε‖N‖)
= exp(−ε‖N −At‖+ ε‖N‖)
≤ exp(−ε‖N −At‖+ ε‖N −At‖+ ε‖At‖)
= exp(ε‖At‖)
≤ exp(ε) ≤ 1 + eε,

where the last inequality holds for all ε ∈ [0, 1].

Plugging the above into Eq. (10) we have that

EN∼Dexp [(x>t+1Atxt+1 − x>t Atx>t ]

≤ eε
∫
Sn
F (t, Sn +N)dµ(N) = eε · E[x>t Atxt].

The lemma follows since ‖At‖ ≤ 1.

C. Proofs of Theorems and Lemmas from
Section 5

C.1. Proof of theorem 4

Proof. Write uB as uB = αuA + βw for some unit vector
w ∈ Rn and scalars α, β that satisfy: u>Aw = 0, α2 +β2 =
1. Note that the following two conditions are also satisfied:

1. w>Aw ≤ λ2(A) = λ1(A)− δ(A).

2. u>AAw = w>AuA = 0.

It thus holds that

u>BBuB = u>BAuB + u>BEuB

≤ α2λ1(A) + β2(λ1(A)− δ(A)) + u>BEuB

= λ1(A)− β2δ(A) + u>BEuB . (11)

On the other hand it holds that

u>BBu
>
B ≥ u>ABuA

= u>AAuA + u>AEuA

= λ1(A) + u>AEuA. (12)

Combining Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) we have that

‖uAu>A − uBu>B‖2F = 2(1− (u>AuB)2) = 2β2

≤ 2
u>BEuB − u>AEuA

δ(A)

≤ 2
‖E‖ · ‖uAu>A − uBu>B‖∗

δ(A)

≤ 2
√

2
‖E‖ · ‖uAu>A − uBu>B‖F

δ(A)
,

where the second inequality follows from Holder’s inequal-
ity and the last one follows since uAu>A − uBu>B is a rank-
two matrix.

Thus we have that

‖uAu>A − uBu>B‖F ≤ 2
√

2
‖E‖
δ(A)

.
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C.2. Proof of lemma 8

Proof. Since X takes only non-negative values we have
that

E[X] =

∫ ∞
0

Pr[X ≥ t]dt =

∫ ∞
0

Pr[min(a, δ−1) ≥ t]dt

=

∫ a

0

Pr[min(a, δ−1) ≥ t]dt =

∫ a

0

Pr[δ−1 ≥ t]dt

=

∫ a

0

Pr[δ ≤ 1/t]dt ≤
∫ a

0

min

{
2
√

2

πct
, 1

}
dt,

(13)

where the last inequality follows from applying Theorem 5.

If a ≤ 2
√
2

πc , we have that

RHS of (13) ≤ a ≤ 2
√

2

πc
.

On the other hand, if a > 2
√
2

πc , we have that

RHS of (13) ≤
∫ 2

√
2

πc

0

1dt+

∫ a

2
√

2
πc

2
√

2

πct
dt

=
2
√

2

πc
+

2
√

2

πc
ln(aπc/2

√
2)

=
2
√

2

πc
ln(

πeac

2
√

2
).

Therefore under both cases, we have

E[X] ≤ RHS of (13) ≤ 2
√

2

πc
max{ln(

πeac

2
√

2
), 1},

as desired.

C.3. Proof of Theorem 5

We prove an equivalent version of Theorem 5 that has a
more convenient scaling.

Theorem 7. For any M ∈ Sn, the perturbed matrix M̃ =
M + vvT with v ∼ N (0, In×n) satisfies that for any t > 0

Pr
[
δ(M̃) < t

]
≤ 2
√

2

π
t. (14)

Theorem 5 follows from invoking Theorem 7 with M =
1
cA and t = ε

c .

Although seemingly we need to prove some kind of con-
centration result, actually the key idea behind it is the fol-
lowing anti-concentration result for the top eigenvalue.

Theorem 8. For anyM ∈ Sn, any λ > λ1(M) and t > 0 ,
the perturbed matrix M̃ = M + vvT with v ∼ N (0, In×n)
satisfies,

Pr
[
λ1(M̃) ∈ [λ, λ+ t]

]
≤
√

2t

π
. (15)

We first give a high level sketch for the proof of Theorem
7. The basic idea is as follows: Let E be the bad event
that δ(M̃) = λ1(M̃) − λ2(M̃) is smaller than t. We up-
perbound the event E by the intersection of two indepen-
dent events E1 and E2. Events E1 and E2 come from two
consequences of λ1(M̃) and λ2(M̃) being t-close to each
other. Note that by eigenvalue interlacing, we have that
λ2(M̃) ≤ λ1(M) ≤ λ1(M̃). Therefore if E happens, then
we have event (a) σ1(M̃) ≤ λ1(M) + t, and event (b)
λ2(M̃) ≥ σ1(M)− t.

Though events (a) and (b) are not independent, we can
carefully design two independent events E1 and E2 that are
closely related to events (a) and (b), respectively. Event
E1 will only depend on correlation between v and the top
eigenvector of M , and event E2 will only depend on cor-
relation of v between the rest of eigenvectors of M , and
therefore they are independent (see the proof for details),
and then we conclude that Pr[E ] ≤ Pr[E1] Pr[E2]. Hence
it suffices to upperbound the probabilities of E1 and E2 by
O(
√
t) for the theorem to follow. The bound on Pr[E1] fol-

lows from the same arguments used to prove Lemma 7, i.e.
a simple anti-concentration result for the dot product of a
fixed unit vector with a random vector and Pr[E2] is upper
bounded using Theorem 8.

Proof of Theorem 7. Since v has a distribution that is ro-
tational invariant, we can assume, without loss of gener-
ality, that M is diagonal. Let M = diag(λ1, . . . , λd),
where λ1, . . . , λn are the eigenvalues and e1, . . . , en are
the corresponding eigenvectors. Define E to be the event
that δ(M̃) < t. By eigenvalue interlacing, we have that
λ2(M̃) ≤ λ1(M) = λ1. Therefore δ(M̃) ≤ t implies
that λ1(M̃) ≤ λ1 + t. Note that λ1(M̃) ≥ e1M̃e1 =

λ1 + 〈e1, v〉2 = λ1 + v21 . Therefore, λ1(M̃) ≤ λ1 + t
further implies that v21 ≤ t. Let E1 be the event that v21 ≤ t.
Therefore we have just proved that E ⊂ E1. Note that v21
is a Chi-squared random variable with a single degree of
freedom, also denoted as χ2

1, and thus

Pr(v21 < t) =

∫ t

0

e−x/2√
2πx

dx ≤ 1√
2π

∫ t

0

1√
x
dx

=

√
2

π
t. (16)

We consider defining another event E2 that involves a deli-
cate treatment for λ2(M̃). Observe that λ1(M̃) ≥ λ1, and
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therefore when E happens, it must be λ2(M̃) ≥ λ1(M̃) −
t ≥ λ1− t. Using the variational characterization of eigen-
values (see Lemma 10), by choosing u = e1, we have that

λ2(M̃) ≤ max
x ⊥ e1
‖x‖ = 1

xT M̃x

= max
x′ ∈ Rn−1
‖x′‖ = 1

x
′T
(
diag(λ2, . . . , λn) + v′v′T

)
x′

= λ1
(
diag(λ2, . . . , λn) + v′v′T

)
, (17)

where v′ is the n − 1-dimensional vector obtained by
restricting v to the support {2, . . . , n}. Let M ′ =

diag(λ2, . . . , λd) and M̃ ′ = diag(λ2, . . . , λn) +v′v′T . By
Eq. (17) we have that λ1(M̃ ′) ≥ λ2(M̃) and therefore
when E happens, we have that

λ1(M̃ ′) ≥ λ2(M̃) ≥ λ1(M̃)− t ≥ λ1 − t. (18)

On the other hand, note that λ1(M̃ ′) =

maxx⊥e1, ‖x‖=1 x
T M̃x ≤ λ1(M̃), therefore when E

happens, we also have

λ1(M̃ ′) ≤ λ1(M̃) ≤ λ1 + t. (19)

Combining Eq. (18) and Eq. (19), we now define E2 be the
event that λ1(M̃ ′) ∈ [λ1− t, λ1 + t], and by the arguments
above we have E ⊂ E2.

In case λ1 − t ≤ λ2 we have, as in the analysis of Pr[E1],
that

Pr[λ1(M̃ ′) ∈ [λ1 − t, λ1 + t]] ≤ Pr[λ1(M̃ ′) ≤ λ1 + t]

≤ Pr[e>2 M̃e2 ≤ λ1 + t]

≤ Pr[λ2 + v22 ≤ λ1 + t]

≤ Pr[v22 ≤ 2t] ≤
√

4

π
t,

where the forth inequality follows since λ1 − t ≤ λ2 and
the last inequality follows from Eq. (16).

In case λ1 − t > λ2 we can upper bound Pr[λ1(M̃ ′) ∈
[λ1 − t, λ1 + t]] by invoking Theorem 8 with parameters
M ′, λ1 − t, 2t. In both cases we conclude that Pr[E2] =

Pr[σ1(M̃ ′) ∈ [λ1 − t, λ1 + t]] ≤
√

4t
π .

Finally, note that E1 is an event that only depends on v1 and
E2 is an event that only depends on v2, . . . , vn. Thus E1 and
E2 are two independent events and we conclude Pr[E ] ≤
Pr[E1 ∩ E2] = Pr[E1] Pr[E2] and the theorem follows.

Now we prove Theorem 8. Before going into detail, let’s
sketch the key idea. We first use the fact that the top eigen-
vector of a matrix A is the max root of the polynomial
pA(z) = det(zI − A) and obtain that σ1(M̃) is the max
root of the polynomial:

n∑
i=1

v2i
z − λi

= 1, (20)

where we assumed as in the proof of Theorem 7, M =
diag(λ1, . . . , λd). We use z∗(v1, . . . , vn) to denote the
maximum root of (20). We are going to show that z∗ is
pretty sensitive to the choice of v1 in the following sense:
If we fix v2, . . . , vn, and moving v21 from u to u + t,
then z∗ must move from some place z0 to z0 + t′ with
t′ > t. In other words, z∗ should have at least the same
anti-concentration property as v21 .

Proof of Theorem 8. As in the proof of Theorem 7, we as-
sume w.l.o.g. that M = diag(λ1, . . . , λn). We are going
to use the fact that top eigenvector of a matrix A is the max
root of the polynomial pA(z) = det(zI−A). We calculate
the characteristic polynomial for M̃ :

p
M̃

(z) = det(zI − M̃) = det(zI −M − vvT )

= det
(
(zI −M)(I − (zI −M)−1vv>)

)
= det(zI −M) · det(I − (zI −M)−1vvT ),

where the last equality follows since for any two square
matrices A,B it holds that det(AB) = det(A) · det(B).
Using Sylvesters determinant identity (Lemma 9), we have
that

p
M̃

(z) = det(zI −M) · (1− vT (zI −M)−1v)

=

 n∏
j=1

(z − λj)

 · (1− vT diag(
1

z − λi
)v)

=

 n∏
j=1

(z − λj)

 ·(1−
n∑
i=1

v2i
z − λi

)

Let f(z) =
∑d
i=1

v2i
z−λi . Since with probability 1 non of

the roots of p
M̃

(z) are in {λ1, λ2, ..., λn}, we have that
λ1(M̃) is the largest solution of f(z) = 1. Note that f(z)
is well-defined and decreasing on (λ1,∞). Thus, fixing a
value λ ∈ (λ1,∞), we have that the event that λ1(M̃) ∈
[λ, λ+ t] is equivalent to both of the following conditions,

f(λ) =

d∑
i=1

v2i
λ− λi

≥ 1, (21)

f(λ+ t) =

d∑
i=1

v2i
λ− λi + t

≤ 1. (22)
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Let

A1 :=

d∑
i=2

v2i
λ− λi

and

A2 :=

d∑
i=2

v2i
λ− λi + t

Therefore Eq. (21) implies that v21
λ−λ1

≥ 1 − A1 and Eq.

(22) implies that v21
λ−λ1+t

≤ 1−A2. Let L = (λ−λ1)(1−
A1) and U = (λ − λ1 + t)(1 − A2). Then it holds that
v21 ∈ [L,U ] and U −L = (A1−A2)(λ−λ1) + t(1−A2).

Our goal will be to show that U −L ≤ t. We bound U −L
as follows:

U − L = t(1−A2) + (A1 −A2)(λ− λ1)

= t(1−A2) + (λ− λ1)

d∑
i=2

v2i t

(λ− λi)(λ− λi + t)

≤ t(1−A2) +

d∑
i=2

v2i t

λ− λi + t

≤ t(1−A2) + tA2 = t.

Thus we have that λ1(M̃) ∈ [λ, λ + t] implies that v21 ∈
[L,L + t] where L is a random variable that depends on
v2, . . . , vd. Since v1 is independent of v2, ..., vn and v21
is a Chi-squared random variable with a single degree of
freedom, have that

Pr(v21 ∈ [L,L+ t]) ≤ sup
a∈[0,∞)

Pr(v21 ∈ [a, a+ t])

= sup
a∈[0,∞)

∫ a+t

a

e−t/2√
2πt

dt

≤ sup
a∈[0,∞)

1√
2π

∫ a+t

a

1√
t
dt

=
1√
2π

∫ t

0

1√
t
dt =

√
2

π
t.

Lemma 9 (Sylvesters Determinant Identity (Sylvester,
1851)). For any two vectors u, v ∈ Rn it holds that

det(I + uvT ) = 1 + vTu.

Lemma 10 (Variational Characterization of Eigenvalues
(Courant-Fischer)). For any symmetric matrix M , it holds
that

λ2(M) = inf
u: ‖u‖=1

sup
x⊥u: ‖x‖=1

xTMx

C.4. Proof of Theorem 6

Before proving the theorem we need to prove the following
lemma.

Lemma 11. Assume that on each iteration t it holds that

x>t S̃txt ≥ λmax(S̃t)− ε,

where S̃t =
∑t−1
τ=1Aτ + N and ε ≤ 2

√
2

πc , for the value of
c specified in Theorem 3. Then the statement of Theorem 3
still holds.

Proof. For each iteration t let us denote by x̃t an exact
leading eigenvector of the matrix S̃t. In order to derive
the lemma, it suffices to show that

E[

T∑
t=1

x̃>t Atx̃t − x>t Atxt] = O(
√
nT max{1, ln (T/n)}),

and apply the result of Theorem 3 with respect to the vec-
tors x̃1, ..., x̃T .

Let δt := δ(S̃t). Let us now write xt = αx̃t +
√

1− α2zt
for some unit vector zt ⊥ x̃t and α ∈ [−1, 1]. On the one
hand it holds that x>t S̃txt ≥ λmax(S̃t) − ε. On the other
hand it holds that

x>t S̃txt = (αx̃t +
√

1− α2zt)
>S̃t(αx̃t +

√
1− α2zt)

= α2x̃>t S̃tx̃t + (1− α2)z>t S̃tzt

≤ λmax(S̃t)− (1− α2)δt.

Thus we have that√
1− α2 ≤ min{1,

√
ε

δt
},

which means that

‖x̃tx̃>t − xtx>t ‖2F = (1− α2) + 2|α|
√

1− α2 + (1− α2)

≤ 4
√

1− α2 ≤ 4 min{1,
√

ε

δt
}

= 4
√
εmin{ε−1/2, δ−1/2t }.

Denote Xt := 4
√
εmin{ε−1/2, δ−1/2t }. Going along the

same lines as in the proof of Lemma 8, using Theorem 5,
we have that

E[Xt] ≤ 4
√
ε

∫ ε−1/2

0

Pr[δt ≤ 1/t2]dt

≤ 4
√
ε

∫ ε−1/2

0

min{2
√

2

πct2
, 1}dt,

where c is set according to Theorem 3.
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For ε−1/2 ≥
√

2
√
2

πc , we have that

E[Xt] ≤ 4
√
ε

√2
√

2

πc
+

∫ ε−1/2

√
2
√

2
πc

2
√

2

πct2
dt


= 4
√
ε

√2
√

2

πc
− 2
√

2ε

πc
+

2
√

2

πc
·
√

πc

2
√

2


<

8
√

2
√

2ε√
πc

.

It now follows that,

E[

T∑
t=1

x̃>t Atx̃t − x>t Atxt] ≤
T∑
t=1

E[‖x̃tx̃>t − xtx>t ‖∗‖At‖]

≤
√

2

T∑
t=1

E[‖x̃tx̃>t − xtx>t ‖F ]

=
√

2

T∑
t=1

E[Xt] = O

(
T

√
ε

c

)
= O

(
T

c

)
,

where the first inequality follows from Holder’s inequality,
the second inequality follows from the connection between
the nuclear and frobenius norms and the fact that x̃tx̃>t −
xtx
>
t is a rank-two matrix, and the last equality follows

from plugging the upper bound on ε.

The lemma now follows from plugging the value of c stated
in Theorem 3.

We can now prove Theorem 6.

Proof. According to Lemma 11 it suffices to approxi-
mate the leading eigenvector of the matrix S̃t on each
iteration t up to an error of O(1/c), where c is as
stated in Theorem 3. Using the Lanczos algorithm,
such an approximated eigenvector could be computed in

time Õ

(√
λmax(S̃t)c · nnz(S̃t)

)
(see Theorem 4.2 in

(Kuczyński & Woźniakowski, 1992)).

Since λmax(S̃t) = O(T ) and c = Õ(
√
T/n) we con-

clude that each iteration could be carried out in total time
of Õ(n−1/4T 3/4nnz).

D. Extending the Result of Section 5 to
Adaptive Adversaries

We now turn to consider a slightly more challenging on-
line setting than considered so far, in which the adversary

is not oblivious but adaptive. That is the sequence of matri-
ces {At}Tt=1 is no longer chosen in advanced and remains
fixed throughout the game, instead, on iteration t, the ma-
trix At may depend on the the choices of the algorithm on
iterations 1, 2, ...t − 1 (that is on the vectors x1, ..., xt−1),
but not on any fresh randomness possibly used by the algo-
rithm on time t.

Unfortunately Theorem 3 does not directly apply to handle
an adaptive adversary since in the analysis we have used
the fact that on iteration t, the matrix At does not depend
on the random perturbation N . Luckily, we now show that
it is not hard to modify Algorithm 3 and the analysis of
Theorem 3 to also handle an adaptive adversary.

Towards this end, we now consider a slight modification
of Algorithm 3 in which on each iteration t we sample a
new perturbation matrix Nt = cvtv

>
t from the distribution

Dnew, which is chosen independently of previous pertur-
bations. That is, now on iteration t the algorithm predicts
according to

x̃t ← EV

(
t−1∑
τ=1

Aτ +Nt

)
, Nt ∼ Dnew. (23)

The following theorem bounds the regret of the modified
algorithm.

Theorem 9. With probability at least 1− δ it holds that

max
x∈S

T∑
t=1

x>Atxt −
T∑
t=1

x̃>t Atx̃t =

O

(√
nT max{1, ln (T/n)}+

√
T ln

1

δ

)
.

The proof of the theorem follows a known analysis that can
be found for instance in (Cesa-Bianchi & Lugosi, 2006).
For the sake completeness we provide one with full detail
here.

Proof. Consider the sequence of vectors x̃1, ..., x̃T gen-
erated according to Eq. (23) with respect to a sequence
of matrices A1, ..., AT , chosen by an adaptive adversary.
Consider also a second sequence of unit vectors x1, ..., xT
generated by Algorithm 3, such that only a single sam-
ple N is drawn from the distribution Dnew, when ap-
plied to the sequence of matrices A1, ..., AT . An im-
portant observation is that the points x1, ..., xT are cho-
sen as if the input sequence A1, ..., AT was chosen by an
oblivious adversary and in particular, the single perturba-
tion N used to generate x1, ..., xT is independent of the
matricesA1, ..., AT , N1, ..., NT , where N1, ..., NT are the
perturbations used to generate the vectors x̃1, ..., x̃T ac-
cording to Eq. (23).
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By applying Theorem 3 with respect to the sequence of
vectors x1, ..., xT we have that

max
x∈S

T∑
t=1

x>Atx− EN [

T∑
t=1

x>t Atxt] =

O(
√
nT max{1, ln (T/n)}). (24)

Further note that for any iteration t, the random matri-
ces N,Nt are identically distributed and independent of
N1, ..., Nt−1, and thus it holds that

ENt [x̃>t Atx̃t] = EN [x>t Atxt]. (25)

Let us define for any iteration t the random variable
Zt = x̃>t Atx̃t − E[x̃>t Atx̃t |N1, ..., Nt−1]. Note that
E[Zt |N1, ..., Nt−1] = 0. Thus we have that

E[

t∑
τ=1

Zτ |N1, ..., Nt−1] = E[

t−1∑
τ=1

Zτ |N1, ..., Nt−1]

=

t−1∑
τ=1

Zτ ,

and thus the sequence St :=
∑t
τ=1 Zτ for t ∈ [T ] forms

a martingale sequence with respect to the random variables
N1, ..., NT . This martingale also satisfies the bounded dif-
ference property, since for any t,

|St − St−1| = |Zt|
= |x̃>t Atx̃t − E[x̃>t Atx̃t |N1, ..., Nt−1]|
≤ 1,

where the last inequality follows from our assumption that
At � 0 and ‖At‖ ≤ 1.

Thus by applying Azuma’s concentration inequality for
martingales, we have that for any C > 0

Pr(

T∑
t=1

E[x̃>t Atx̃t |N1, ..., Nt−1]− x̃>t Atx̃t ≥ C)

≤ e−C
2

2T .

By applying Eq. (25) for all t we have that

Pr(

T∑
t=1

EN [x>t Atxt]− x̃>t Atx̃t ≥ C)

= Pr(EN [

T∑
t=1

x>t Atxt]−
T∑
t=1

x̃>t Atx̃t ≥ C)

≤ 2e−
C2

2T ,

and thus by Eq. (24) we have that

Pr(max
x∈S

T∑
t=1

x>Atx−
T∑
t=1

x>Atx ≥ C +RT )

≤ 2e−
C2

2T

where RT = O(
√
nT max{1, ln (T/n)}).

The theorem follows from setting C =
√

2T ln 1
δ .


